Abstract-Results are presented for a study of dualquaternion-based fault-tolerant control for spacecraft tracking. First, a six-degrees-of-freedom dynamic model under a dualquaternion-based description is employed to describe the relative coupled motion of a target-pursuer spacecraft tracking system. Then, a novel fault-tolerant control method is proposed to enable the pursuer to track the attitude and the position of the target even though its actuators have multiple faults. Furthermore, based on a novel time-varying sliding manifold, finite-time stability of the closed-loop system is theoretically guaranteed, and the convergence time of the system can be given explicitly. Multiple-task capability of the proposed control law is further demonstrated in the presence of disturbances and parametric uncertainties. Finally, numerical simulations are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed control method.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
PACECRAFT tracking [1] - [4] is one of the most important research areas of the spacecraft control, which has been identified by the USA's advanced space transportation plan as one of the key technologies of multispacecraft tasks due to its crucial application in space surveillance, rendezvous and docking, and so on. Kawano et al. [5] presented a tracking control test for the Engineering Test Satellite-VII. Wang et al. [6] applied the target-pursuer strategy to spacecraft tracking, and the presence of actuator saturation was considered. An architecture for multiagent coordination system, which includes the target-pursuer strategy, and the agent behavioral and virtual-structure approaches, was proposed in [7] . A schedule for the online generation of safe and fueloptimized rendezvous trajectories for spacecraft was presented in [8] . Taur et al. [9] introduced solutions for the problem of orbital rendezvous, and the issues considered included minimum fuel, fixed time, and path constraints.
In many on-orbit spacecraft formation missions, such as refueling, monitoring, and on-orbit assembly, the pursuer spacecraft is required to track both the time-varying relative position and the reference attitude trajectories accurately and synchronously. For spacecraft formations, a controller based on a six-degrees-of-freedom (6-DOF) model has significant advantages over a controller designed using a traditional three-DOF separated model, and can be deduced in a much more compact form. Over recent years, studies about a 6-DOF controller design for spacecraft formations have aroused general interests. An integrated position and attitude control for spacecraft docking with a noncooperative target was proposed in [10] . Lv et al. [11] introduced a 6-DOF synchronized controller for spacecraft formation flying in the presence of input constraints and parameter uncertainties. Compared with other description methods, dual quaternions have been widely used recently due to their clear physical meaning and natural representation. What's more, the coupling between the rotation and translation can be taken into account automatically by employing the dual-quaternion-based description. Wang et al. [12] presented a 6-DOF model for spacecraft under the dualnumber-based description, and then they proposed sliding mode-based finite-time control laws. A further adaptive robust control method based on this model was presented in [13] .
Safety is the most fundamental and crucial requirement for spacecraft; if an actuator has an uncontrollable failure during the tracking process, it may cause huge economic losses. Some data [14] shows that over half of the task failures are related to actuator faults, and for this case, the fault-tolerant ability of controllers is very important and has received widespread attention. An indirect approach to spacecraft attitude faulttolerant control for limited thrust was presented in [15] . Xiao et al. [16] introduced an adaptive robust control law for the spacecraft attitude tracking problem with actuator faults and saturations. Schetter et al. [17] proposed a multiple-agentbased fault tolerance algorithm for satellite formation flying. Lee and Kim [18] employed the finite-time sliding mode control, and introduced a fault-tolerant attitude control scheme for satellites.
However, the fault-tolerant methods applied to fully coupled models of spacecraft are very conservative. Furthermore, in addition to 6-DOF synchronous and fault-tolerant control, other engineering requirements still remain open issues, such as finite-time control. In this paper, the 6-DOF coordinated tracking problem of spacecraft is considered. Specifically, a Lagrange-like dual-quaternion-based model is employed to describe the proximity operations between the two spacecraft (namely, the target and the pursuer). Then, based on this structure and combined with the global sliding mode method [19] , [20] , a novel adaptive fault-tolerant control law is proposed to enable the pursuer to track the attitude and position of the target, even in the presence of multiple actuators faults, parametric uncertainties, and external disturbances. What is more, by introducing a special nonlinear function into the sliding manifold, the tracking errors can be theoretically guaranteed to converge to zero in finite time, and this finite time is designed and expressed explicitly. This paper is organized as follows. dual quaternions are introduced in Section II, and then a 6-DOF coupled model is presented in Section III. In Section IV, the time-varying sliding manifold and the fault-tolerant finite-time controller are designed. Numerical simulation results are given in Section V to demonstrate the effectiveness of the controller. Finally, this paper ends with some conclusions.
II. DUAL NUMBERS AND DUAL QUATERNIONS
A. Dual Numbers and Dual Vectors
The concept of dual numbers and dual vectors was first proposed by Clifford [21] , and then named and improved by Study [22] . The definition of a dual number is given bŷ a = a + εa° ( 1 ) where a, a°∈ R are called the real part and the dual part of the dual numberâ, respectively, throughout this paper, using superscript· denotes the corresponding variable/constant is a dual variable/constant, and ε is called the dual unit, which satisfies the conditions ε 2 = 0 and ε = 0.
Dual vectors and dual matrices are the classes of special vectors and matrices whose elements are dual numbers. Hencê
where a, a°∈ R n are real vectors and A, A°∈ R n×n are real matrices. Some common-used operations of dual numbers, dual vectors, and dual matrices are given as follows:
whereâ,b are dual vectors,Â is a dual matrix, h is a real number, and λ(·) denotes the eigenvalue of corresponding matrix.
In order to simplify the analyses in subsequent sections, some special operations are defined Inversion:
"Circle" Multiplication:
Inner Multiplication:
Finally, define1 = 1 + ε1 and0 = 0 + ε0.
B. Dual Quaternions
Dual quaternions are special quaternions in which the scalar part and the vector part are both dual numbers. Hencê (18) whereη = η + εη°∈ R + εR andξ = ξ + εξ°∈ R 3 + εR 3 are called the scalar part and vector part ofq, respectively, and q, q°are called the real part and dual part ofq, respectively. q is a unit quaternion, which is defined as
with
and i , j , and k are the imaginary units. The conjugate and multiplication of dual quaternions are described bŷ
Throughout this paper, when a quaternion or a dual quaternion is multiplied with a 3-D vector, the 3-D vector is regarded as a quaternion or a dual quaternion in which the scalar part is equal to zero, to guarantee that the dimensions are matched.
III. 6-DOF RELATIVE MODEL OF SPACECRAFT
A target-pursuer spacecraft formation is considered in this paper, and the coordinate frames employed include: the inertial coordinate frame F I , the target body-fixed frame F t , and the pursuer body-fixed frame F p , as shown in Fig. 1 .
Letq pt denote the dual quaternion of F p with respect to F t , and let q pt and p p pt denote the relative attitude quaternion and relative position between the pursuer and the target, respectively. Throughout this paper, a x represents that variable a is expressed in frame F x . Then,q pt can be written as [12] , [13] 
In addition, the 6-DOF relative kinematics and dynamics of the pursuer with respect to the target can be described by dual quaternions as [12] , [13] (27) whereξ
pt , and here a × denotes the skew symmetric matrix of vector
Then, by (27) , a Lagrange-like dynamics is obtained aŝ
In this paper, the actuators of the pursuer are assumed to be faulty, and the fault types considered include [23] 
whereÂ = A + εA°is called the control allocation matrix, with A ∈ R 3×n and A°∈ R 3×l , and n and l are the numbers of the force actuators and torque actuators, respectively.Ĥ(t) = H(t) + εH°(t) is called the fault matrix with
can be used to describe faults a and b.F uc = F uc + ετ uc is the expected control input of the actuators, while F uc ∈ R n and τ uc ∈ R l are the expected control force and control torque, respectively.F f = F f + ετ f is the float or the locking value of the actuators. Substituting (30) into (29), the 6-DOF relative dynamics used in this paper is obtained aŝ
Then, the control objective of this paper can be given as: design a control lawF uc , so that the tracking error ξ pt converges to the origin within a finite time t f , formulated as
IV. CONTROL LAW DESIGN AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, a novel adaptive fault-tolerant controller is presented, and the finite-time convergence of the closed-loop system is proven.
Before proposing the control law, some reasonable assumptions and analyses are made.
1) The mass and inertia of the pursuer are likely to be uncertain, but must be bounded within certain ranges. Hence, there should exist dual numbersb 1 
, which are known and satisfy the following two inequalities:
2) The time derivative of the dual angular velocity of the target satisfies ωt 
According to (33) and (34) , one can further obtain
whereς =b 2 (b 4 Â ) +b 3 +b 2b5 , and
For convenience of the deduction, the form of Ẑ ς is changed to Ẑ ς =η
Note that,ν andγ can be obtained, whileη is unknown for the controller.
Then, the main result of this paper is summarized as follows. Theorem 1: Consider the 6-DOF target-pursuer spacecraft control system given in (31) , and employ the following timevarying sliding manifold:
where k > 0 is a constant,ξ pt (0) andξ pt (0) are the initial values ofξ pt andξ pt , respectively, t m and t f are the time constants with 0 < t m < t f , and τ is a constant needed to be designed. The control law and adaptive laws are designed aŝ
wherek c >0 is a constant dual number, α 1 , α 2 , κ 1 , κ 2 > 0 are the real number constants, andχ is the estimated value ofη. If λ = min(λ 1 , λ°1),
appropriate τ , the closed-loop system is guaranteed to be finite-time stable, and satisfiesξ pt ≡0, ∀t ≥ t f . Proof: The proof is divided into two steps. First, it is guaranteed that the sliding condition holds after t ≥ t m , and second, it is proven that the tracking errorξ pt converges to zero within the finite time t f .
Step 1: Define a candidate Lyapunov function as
The derivative of V with respect to t iṡ
Substituting control law (39) into (43) yieldṡ
Then, substituting the adaptive laws (40) and (41) into (44) giveṡ
According to the properties of square sum, for any constant number l > 0.5
Substituting (46) into (45)
where
Then, the following two cases are now analyzed.
Case B: If η − λχ ,η − λχ (1/2) < 1 or 1 − λĥ, 1 − λĥ (1/2) < 1, then, by completing the square
Based on these analyses and (47)-(51), it follows that:
For further analysis, the following Lemma is introduced. Lemma 1 [24] : Consider a systemẋ = f (x, u) and a Lyapunov candidate V 1 (x). Suppose there exist scalars φ > 0, 0 < a < 1, and 0 < ϑ < ∞ that satisfẏ
Then, the residual set of the solution of this system is given by
is the initial value of V 1 , and 0 < θ < 1. According to Lemma 1, and based on (52), one obtains
where t m = 2V (0) 0.5 /(cθ), V (0) is the initial value of V , and 0 < θ < 1. Notice that, by choosing appropriate κ i and α i , i = 1, 2, the region (w/(c(1 − θ ))) 2 can be arbitrarily small, so that when t ≥ t m , we haveŝ 0 , and the sliding condition holds.
Step 2:ŝ is a time-varying sliding manifold, and has the following three important properties. 
For t m ≤ t < t f , solving (56) and using Property 3 ofŝ, we obtain
According to (58), one can further obtain
, and
Thus, choosing τ as
guaranteesξ pt (t f ) =0, and furthermore, sincef (t) ≡0 for t ≥ t f , one can obtaiṅ
Thus, it is proven that
Remark 1: The dual-quaternion-based Lagrange-like model used in this paper is a 6-DOF coupled model; based on it, the controller proposed in this paper has the ability to cope with attitude and orbit actuator faults at the same time, and the pursuer spacecraft can track the expected attitude and relative position synchronously.
Remark 2: To further explain the convergence of the states, Fig. 2 shows the convergence curve ofŝ in a qualitative way. The initial value (point A) ofŝ is set to0, which ensures the system will not deviate too far from the sliding manifold. Then, under the effectiveness of the proposed control law, when t = t m , the system states can reach the sliding surface (at point B), and then the sliding condition holds. The orange dashed lines in Fig. 2 denote the points satisfying s =0(t ≤ t m ). Subsequently, due to the influence off (t), the curve approaches zero, and finally reaches the origin when t = t f .
Remark 3: By employing the time-varying sliding manifold, the tracking error of the pursuer is guaranteed to converge to zero within a finite time t f . A significant advantage of this method is that t f is explicitly expressed inf (t), so that designers can easily change the expected convergence time by changing t f directly, which is much more convenient than some other finite-time controllers [25] , [26] for spacecraft.
Remark 4: One important requirement of the controller is that λ = min(λ 1 , λ°1) > 0. This means that the numbers of the actuators n and l (the number of force actuators and torque actuators, respectively) should be sufficiently large. SinceĤ(t) is full rank, to guarantee λ > 0, there must be at most n − 3 attitude actuators and l−3 orbit actuators that have fault b or fault d. If λ > 0 cannot be satisfied, then the system is underactuated; this situation is not considered in this paper.
Remark 5: In Theorem 1, it is explained that by choosing proper control parameters, the convergence residual set of V can be arbitrarily small, but this requires the increase of control gains and the extension of t m . Therefore, in practical applications, designers should balance the accuracy and efficiency of the controller. In the subsequent simulation cases, an appropriate choice of V (t m ), t m , and t f is identified as V (t m ) ≤ 10 −3 and 0.25t f ≤ t m ≤ 0.5t f .
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, by employing the 6-DOF spacecraft model proposed in (31) with the control law and adaptive laws in (39)-(41), some numerical simulation results are given and analyzed. The orbital parameters of the target spacecraft are shown in Table I . The main control parameters of the pursuer are shown in Table II .
The control objective in this simulation is that the pursuer tracks the attitude of the target, and moves to the expected relative position p In this simulation, the actuators of the pursuer spacecraft are flywheels and thrusters. There are four flywheels in total, and the configuration of the flywheels is shown in Fig. 3 ; three flywheels are along the axes, and the fourth flywheel is symmetrical with the others. The distribution matrix of the flywheels is
In addition, there are four pairs of thrusters; their configuration is shown in Fig. 4 . Each pair of thrusters can give thrust in two directions, and the installation directions of the thruster pairs are given in Table III. From (63) and Table III , the control allocation matrixÂ can be obtained aŝ
The external disturbance input of the pursuer spacecraft is chosen as [27] 
where r c = 7000 000 m is the semimajor axis of the target spacecraft.
A. Simulation for the Normal Case
In this case, all of the actuators work normally. Setting t m = 300 s and t f = 600 s, then the time responses of the relative position and the relative attitude (which has been converted to rotation angle) between the target and the pursuer are shown in Fig. 5 . The pursuer does reach the expected position, with the steady error less than 10 −6 m. Furthermore, the pursuer tracks the attitude of the target with a tracking error less than 10 −4 rad (Table IV) , and the whole 6-DOF tracking task is accomplished within 600 s, as required. Fig. 6 shows the time response of velocity and angular velocity. The tracking error of the dual angular velocity converges to zero within 600 s, and then, the motion of the two spacecraft is synchronous.
The control outputs of the thrusters and flywheels are given in Figs. 7 and 8 , which show that all of the actuators work normally. To summarize, for this simulation case, the proposed control scheme successfully accomplishes the target tracking task, the states of the closed-loop system converge to the expected value within the required finite time t f , and the controller is robust to the parameter uncertainties and external disturbances.
B. Simulation for the Fault Case
In this case, the flywheels and thrusters of the pursuer spacecraft have multiple faults, and the fault-tolerant ability of the controller is illustrated. The fault conditions of the actuators are shown in Fig. 9 . In this figure, τ uci and F ucj denote the expected outputs of flywheels and thrusters, respectively, while τ Fi and F Tj are the real outputs of flywheels and thrusters, respectively, with i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 1, 2, 3, 4. Every actuator has a different kind of fault, and some of them have very serious malfunctions such as complete energy loss and locking. From Fig. 9 , the numerical values ofĤ(t) andF f can be obtained.
For the actuator fault situation shown in Fig. 9 , still setting t m = 300 s and t f = 600 s, Fig. 10 shows the time response of relative position and relative rotation angle. Although there are some fluctuations caused by the existence of faults, the tracking trajectories still converge within the finite time t f , and the steady errors of relative position and rotation angle are less than 5 × 10 −3 m and 1× 10 −3 rad (Table V) , respectively. Fig. 11 shows the time responses of relative velocity and angular velocity between the two spacecraft. Due to the existence of actuator faults, the responses are not as smooth as the normal responses shown in Fig. 6 . But the control results are similar, and the pursuer can track the motion of the target after 600 s. Figs. 12 and 13 show the actual outputs of the actuators. The existence of faults means that some actuators are not functioning properly, and some are not working at all. But the controller still enables the control objective to be achieved.
To demonstrate the finite-time convergence ability of the proposed control law, Fig. 14 shows the time responses of relative position and rotation angle when t f is changed (setting t m = 0.5t f ). The convergence time is different when t f changes, but it is always less than t f . This result confirms Theorem 1, and one can design the required convergence time by choosing t f directly.
To illustrate the fault tolerance abilities of the proposed controller, the 3-D trajectories of the relative rotation angles and positions are given in Figs. 15 and 16 , respectively. In Figs. 15 and 16 , "DFF" denotes the simulation results using the control law proposed in this paper, "ADF" denotes the results using the other adaptive dual-quaternion-based finite-time controller introduced in [12] , and "H-inf" denotes the results using the H∞ controller proposed in [28] . The results show that all the three controllers illustrated here can finally stabilize the system, although the "ADF" and "H-inf" controllers only have limited robustness to the actuator faults and cannot guarantee the tracking accuracy. In addition, the trajectories of "ADF" and "H-inf" cannot meet the safety requirements of practical engineering. In contrast, the performance of the proposed controller is much better, the precision is improved, and the convergence process is much quicker and smoother.
To further illustrate the performance of the proposed controller, let = 2 arccos(η pt ) denotes the rotation angle between F t and F p , and r pt denotes the position tracking error between the pursuer and the target. Thus, can show the convergence of the attitude motion while r pt can demonstrate the approach process of orbital motion. Fig. 17 shows the polar curves between and r pt , and shows that, compared with the "ADF" and "H-inf" controllers, the controller given in this paper has a much smoother and better polar trajectory.
Finally, we use the Monte Carlo techniques to evaluate the performance of the control method and analyze the worst cases. To proceed with the Monte Carlo simulation, we first need to choose the random parameters and their ranges. Since our purpose is to demonstrate the controller's robustness to unknown faults and uncertainties, the following random parameters are chosen for simulations: 
The process of a single simulation is now described. First, the Monte Carlo techniques are used to generate a set of new random parameter values. Then, the closed-loop system is simulated with the generated random values and the fixed control parameters. Finally, the tracking errors of the simulation are recorded. The relative attitude tracking errors and relative position tracking errors of 1000 simulations are shown in Figs. 18 and 19 , respectively. Figs. 18 and 19 (left) show the overall distribution of tracking errors, and the partial enlargements on the right (Figs. 18 and 19) show the stable part of the tracking errors. It can be seen from Figs. 18 and 19 that the overwhelming majority of simulations have very good results even with unknown actuator faults and uncertainties, and can finally complete the control task with high precision ( < 1 × 10 −3 rad, r pt < 1 × 10 −2 m). We now analyze the few unstable points shown in Figs. 18 and 19 (the points that do not converge to regions near the origin, which mean the corresponding simulations cannot meet the control requirements). These unstable results are caused by underactuation; for example, for the worst case P1 in Fig. 19 , the real part of its fault matrix is 
In this case, thrusters 1 and 3 are virtually not working, and thrusters 2 and 4 provide only partial actuation to the system. One can further obtain
As mentioned in Theorem 1 and Remark 4, the controller proposed in this paper cannot handle this situation. In summary, the Monte Carlo-based simulations show that the proposed control method has good performance and robustness to hundreds of random actuator faults and uncertainties, and also show the limitation that our control law cannot deal with underactuated situations.
Summarizing all of the simulation cases, it is noted that by employing the control method proposed in this paper, the pursuer can accomplish the 6-DOF target tracking task successfully even in the presence of severe actuator faults, external disturbances, and parametric uncertainties. Moreover, the flexibility in the choice of convergence time and control parameters can be utilized to obtain the desired performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a fault-tolerant control method is proposed for a target-pursuer spacecraft tracking system. Specifically, a 6-DOF Lagrange-like model with dual-quaternion description is employed to describe the coupled motion between the target and the pursuer. This model is then combined with a novel time-varying sliding manifold, and an adaptive faulttolerant control law is presented. With the proposed control law, the pursuer can track the 6-DOF motion of the target; what is more, the tracking error can converge to zero within a designed finite time. The proposed control law is also proven to be robust to the external disturbances and parameter uncertainties. Numerical simulation results are given to illustrate the effectiveness and performance of the proposed controller with respect to fast tracking, disturbance suppression, fault tolerance, and finite-time stability.
